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Results are presented from the successful first measurements of the Imaging Motional Stark

Effect diagnostic (IMSE) on the ASDEX Upgrade Tokamak. The measured 2D images of mag-

netic field pitch angle can greatly improve inference of the q-profile and even allow direct

tomographic reconstruction of the 2D current distribution.

Neutral beam particle emission, polarised by the Motional Stark-Effect is recorded with a

CCD camera, and the polarisation angle encoded as two orthogonal interference patterns[1].

A quantitative assessment of these polarisation images is presented, showing agreement with

conventional MSE measurements within expected uncertainty and with equilibrium reconstruc-

tions under various plasma conditions, including during evolving current profiles. Inference of

the current distribution from the IMSE data is demonstrated, using the measurements as con-

straints in 2D current tomography[2].

Using simpler and considerably more compact hardware, the IMSE provides an order of

magnitude more data and the 2D nature is shown to improve the inference of the plasma current

distribution. Further advantages of the imaging nature include automatic position calibration

and easy identification of contaminated data (e.g. by polarised reflections). IMSE is able to use

the full Doppler-shifted Dα spectrum, including both π and σ parts of all energy components.

This provides significantly more intensity, needs no precise tuning of narrow spectral filters as

is required in standard MSE polarimeters, and is immune to uncertainties in the π/σ intensity

ratios that affect spectral MSE. A further advantage is that IMSE is insensitive to the Doppler

shift, so can be used for all 4 visible beam sources at ASDEX, at any beam energy, with no

modification to the hardware.

Details of the diagnostic design and performance tests will be presented at the EPS Diagnos-

tics Satellite conference 2013.
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